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#CFE On Instagram

Instagram has returned invalid data.Follow Us!
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Age Requirements

			8 – 11: .22 caliber and Gatling Gun

12 and above all calibers

Must be 18 or older to shoot full auto

Liability Release 

Print it out and have it ready if you’d like to speed things up a bit!
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					[image: star rating]  Fun to shoot a Gitlin gun and many other guns available.  Bought a souvenir t shirt that I shot full of holes :-)				

								[image: tripadvisor logo]			
 casper684
October 3, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Make an online reservation. It is easy to do. When you arrive they will help you pick the guns and number of rounds. The Gatling gun is a must thing... read more to do. I purchased a tshirt to use as the target. Great take home souvenir. $6.50 extra to have my wife go into the shooting range to take photos. I had Casey as my range officer. He was a former Army demolition expert and really knew his guns. He was very patient and professional. I felt very safe the entire time. And if you are really into guns make a private tour of the gun museum. One of the five museums at the Buffalo Bill Center of the West.				
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 CalifTravelBuddy
September 30, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  We had seen some reviews of this place on YouTube and thought..."we gotta do this."  So, after visiting the Buffalo Bill Cody Museum, we stopped in on our way... read more to Yellowstone.  All the folks working there were very informative and friendly.  Although the Gatlin Gun we shot was a replica, it was still great to learn more about the historical gun's history as well as the actual gun we shot's history.  Even if you are not a gun person, you can still hopefully appreciate this experience.  And oh ya, if shooting a Gatlin Gun is not your thing, then you have a bunch of other gun options from a Colt 45 to a machine gun.  Hope you go!				
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 jonhX8385SO
September 22, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Having only used a gun in the RAF along time ago I was rusty but looking forward to having a go. What a fantastic experience.  Mathew made us feel... read more so welcome and relaxed which made it so much more fun.

Being able to choose a couple of different guns and having such expert guidance was invaluable. 

Thoroughly recommend this place if you are anywhere nearby. 

Mathew, I think you have sparked a new hobby!				
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 Navigate574114
September 10, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Had the most amazing experience here! Being an Aussie I had never even seen a gun let alone shot one. This was everything I had hoped it would be and... read more more! Thanks guys for what is the highlight of my trip!				
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 Jpoww83
September 7, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  A must for any gun enthusiast, not only lots of options at very reasonable prices, but very knowledgeable on historical facts. Staff is first rate, would recommend this establishment to... read more anyone.				
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 rogerdc2022
August 27, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Took the kids for their first shooting experience.  Bruce was great with my three boys boys (10 & 8 yr old twins).  They had an absolute blast and... read more want to come back and do it again.  We will definitely stop in on our next trip through Yellowstone.				
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 jackcO5648OS
August 18, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  We went on the Fourth of July. There was four in our group and we all shot the Gatlin Gun. There are plenty of other options as well but it’s... read more not everyday you can have the opportunity to shoot a gatlin gun. 

  They thoroughly  went over safety and gave a little history on the gun we chose . You will probably learn something even if you have been around guns before . They loaded it up and set it so it would hit paper and you just crank away when they tell you to . They write your name on the target you shot and you get to keep it as a souvenir. You can purchase a t-shirt and shoot that instead if  but we were fine with just shooting paper . 

   There was three gentleman working and they were all friendly and helpful . They all wore western vests and sheriff badges . Good overall experience.				
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 williewC5091NO
August 12, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  This was our first time visiting this establishment and we were definitely impressed with the level of service and knowledge of the staff.  Both my son (he’s 15 years... read more old) and myself enjoyed firing some great weapons.  They’re super safe and very informative, which makes it very easy to fire weapons you’ve never used before.  We highly recommend this place a unique and fun experience!				
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 mcanultyc
August 10, 2022 
		

		




			
				
			
				
					[image: star rating]  Great place to try out any number of guns and of course an old Gatling gun.  The Range Safety Officers take their role serious and ensure it is a... read more Safe experience.  They also shared their knowledge and history which adds to the experience.  Whether you are an enthusiast or new to firearms this is a great place to visit.				
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 robert-not-home
July 30, 2022 
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Call Us!








